Dual CCD detection method to retrieve aerosol extinction coefficient profile.
The profile of aerosol extinction coefficient can help understand the air pollution transportation and development of the atmospheric boundary layer. The charge-coupled device (CCD)-laser aerosol detection system (CLADS) was widely used to measure the profile of aerosol extinction coefficient, which has excellent resolution near the ground. Traditionally, a constant aerosol scattering phase function and single scattering albedo (SSA) is assumed when retrieving the profile of aerosol extinction coefficient using the measured signals from CLADS. Sensitivity studies in this research show that aerosol scattering phase function leads to an uncertainty up to 462% of the retrieved profile of aerosol extinction coefficient, while SSA leads to an uncertainty up to 25%. A new method is proposed to derive the profile of aerosol extinction coefficient by using two CCD cameras. The aerosol scattering phase function can be determined by minimizing the difference between profiles of aerosol extinction coefficient from the two CCD cameras without any assumption. The profile of aerosol extinction coefficient can be retrieved with high accuracy by using our optimized aerosol scattering phase function. This method is validated by simulation studies where the relative difference between the pre-parameterized aerosol extinction profile and retrieved aerosol extinction profile is below 6%. This dual CCD detection system is employed in a field measurement and proved to be reliable. Our proposed method can obtain more accurate profile of aerosol extinction coefficient for further works about air pollution and atmospheric boundary layer development.